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As I wake up in the morning on life's big rollercoaster 
looking for the devil in disguise
As I look into the haze and maze and the lightning and
the thunder
I hope an angel's on my side, 
on my side

caus' time, time, time don't give a damn about
tomorrow, 
time (backround singers)
time don't really care about no yesterdays, 
time (backround singers)
time is only watching all the pain we bear
all of the joy we share
do we care 
time to wonder

as I look at all the faces, I've just got to stop and
wonder
what are we searching for
everybody spys and lies and tries to talk about the
future
as we're marching off to war
anybody keeping score
oh yeah

Caus' time, time, time don't give a damn about
tomorrow
time, (backround singers)
time don't really care about no yesterdays,
time (backround singers),

time is only watching all the pain we bear
all of the joy we share
do we care 
time to wonder

take a look around at all the time we wasted
take a look around and know that you're just passing
through
when you find the truth that lies inside the darkness
will it ever come to be that you'll find the key
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that will set you free, that will set you free, that will set
you free
it's only time
time to wonder
it's time to wonder
ooh yeah, it's time to wonder

what are you going to do with your life?
time (backround singers)
what are you going to do with the time that you're living
in?
time (backround singers)
it's time to wonder, it's time to wonder, it's time to
wonder, it's time to wonder
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